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Getting the most from the statistical analysis of solar neutrino oscillations
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We present a thorough analysis of the current solar neutrino data, in the context of two-flavor active neutrino
oscillations. We aim at performing an accurate and exhaustive statistical treatment of both the input and the
output information. Concerning the input information, we analyze 81 observables, including the total event rate
from the chlorine experiment, the total gallium event rate and its winter-summer difference, the 44 bins of the
Super-Kamiokande~SK! energy-nadir electron spectrum, and the 34 day-night energy spectrum bins from the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory~SNO! experiment. We carefully evaluate and propagate the effects of 31
sources of correlated systematic uncertainties, including 12 standard solar model~SSM! input errors, the8B
neutrino energy spectrum uncertainty, as well as 11 and 7 systematics in SK and SNO, respectively. Concern-
ing the output information, we express thex2 analysis results in terms of ‘‘pulls,’’ embedding the single
contributions to the totalx2 coming from both the observables and the systematics. It is shown that the pull
method, as compared to the~numerically equivalent! covariance matrix approach, is not only simpler and more
advantageous, but also includes useful indications about the preferred variations of the neutrino fluxes with
respect to their SSM predictions. Our final results confirm the current best-fit solution at large mixing angle
~LMA !, but also allow, with acceptable statistical significance, other solutions in the low-mass~LOW! or in the
quasivacuum oscillation~QVO! regime. Concerning the LMA solution, our analysis provides conservative
bounds on the oscillation parameters, and shows that the contribution of correlated systematics to the totalx2

is rather modest. In addition, within the LMA solution, the allowed variations from SSM neutrino fluxes are
presented in detail. Concerning the LOW and QVO solutions, the analysis of the pull distributions clearly
shows that they are still statistically acceptable, while the small mixing angle~SMA! solution could be
recovered only byad hoc‘‘recalibrations’’ of several SSM and experimental systematics. A series of Appen-
dixes elucidate various topics related to thex2 statistics, the winter-summer difference in GALLEX-GNO, the
treatment of the SK and SNO spectra, and a quasi-model-independent comparison of the SK and SNO total
rates.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.053010 PACS number~s!: 26.65.1t, 13.15.1g, 14.60.Pq, 91.35.2x
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I. INTRODUCTION

The data from the Homestake@1#, SAGE @2#, GALLEX-
GNO @3,4#, Kamiokande@5#, Super-Kamiokande~SK! @6#,
and Sudbury Neutrino Observatory~SNO! @7–9# experi-
ments have consistently established that electron neutr
emitted from the Sun@10# undergo flavor transitions to th
other active states (nm or nt). Neutrino oscillations@11#,
possibly affected by matter effects in the Sun or in the Ea
@12#, represent a beautiful explanation of such transitions

Assuming the simplest scenario of two-family oscillatio
among active neutrinos, an important task for the next fut
is to refine the current constraints on the neutrino squa
mass differencedm25m2

22m1
2.0 and on the mixing angle

u12P@0,p/2#. In order to accomplish this task, one needs:~a!
new or more precise measurements;~b! accurate calculations
of the ne survival probabilityPee(dm2,u12) and of related
observable quantities; and~c! powerful statistical analyses t
compare the~increasingly large! solarn data set with theo-
retical expectations.

The point ~a!, not discussed in this work, will soon b
addressed by the decisive reactorn̄e experiment KamLAND
@13#, as well as by the solarn experiments which are cur
rently running@2,4,9#, being restored@6#, or in construction
@14#. Concerning the point~b!, since the current numerica
0556-2821/2002/66~5!/053010~22!/$20.00 66 0530
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and analytical understanding of the oscillation probabil
~and related observables! is quite mature in the whole
(dm2,u12) plane, we will only make a few remarks whe
needed. In this paper, we rather focus on point~c!, aiming at
an exhaustive statistical analysis including all known obse
ables and uncertainties in input, and providing very detai
information in output, in order to better appreciate the c
rent status of the solutions to the solarn problem in terms of
active flavor oscillations. Although some details will be sp
cific of solarn data, the analysis method that we discuss
quite general, and can be easily extended to any kind
global fit.

The structure of our paper is the following. In Sec. II w
discuss the equivalence between thex2 approaches in terms
of the covariance matrix and of ‘‘pulls’’ of observables an
systematics. In Sec. III we describe the input and outpu
the pull approach, as applied to the analysis of 81 solar n
trino observables and of 31 input systematics, in the con
of 2n active oscillations. In Sec. IV we discuss thex2 analy-
sis results in terms of multiple allowed regions in the ma
mixing parameter space (dm2,tan2u12) and in terms of the
associated pull distributions, which provide additional info
mation about the relative likelihood of the various solutio
and about the allowed deviations from standard solar mo
~SSM! fluxes. We draw our conclusions in Sec. V. Mo
technical~but sometimes substantial! issues are discussed i
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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a series of Appendixes, which deal with thex2 statistics
~Appendix A!, the winter-summer asymmetry in GALLEX
GNO ~Appendix B!, the treatment of the SK spectrum u
certainties~Appendix C!, the analysis of the SNO data~Ap-
pendix D!, and a quasi-model-independent comparison
SK and SNO total rates~Appendix E!.

As a conclusion to this Introduction, we would like t
stress that deepening the statistical analysis and impro
the evaluation of the uncertainties is an important task
neutrino oscillation physics, just as it happens~or happened!
in other areas of ‘‘precision’’ physics. Indeed, after the o
servation of two large oscillation effects~the disappearanc
of atmosphericnm and of solarne , and their upcoming test
at long-baseline accelerator and reactor experiments!, we are
likely to face an era of delicate searches for smaller effe
related, e.g., to the angleu13, to leptonicCP violation, or to
subleading contributions induced by nonstandardn states or
interactions. Moreover, one should not forget that, so
there is nodirect evidence for a vacuum oscillation patte
~disappearance and reappearance of a specific flavor! or for
matter effects in the Sun or the Earth. Such effects mi
well generate only small signals in present or planned exp
ments, and any effort should be made in order to quan
them ~if any! with accurate analyses. From this viewpoin
we think that our thorough analysis can add valuable inf
mation and useful technical tools to other solarn fits
@6,9,15–20# that appeared soon after the release of the S
neutral current data@8#.

II. TWO EQUIVALENT WAYS OF DEFINING THE x2

FUNCTION

Let us consider a set ofN observables$Rn%n51, . . . ,N with
their associated sets of experimental observations$Rn

expt% and
theoretical predictions$Rn

theor%. In general, one wants to buil
a x2 function which measures the differencesRn

expt2Rn
theor in

units of the total~experimental and theoretical! uncertainties.
This task is completely determined if, for any differen
Rn

expt2Rn
theor, one can estimate an uncorrelated errorun , and

a set ofK correlated systematic errorscn
k induced byK in-

dependent sources, namely

Rn
expt2Rn

theor6un6cn
16cn

2 . . . 6cn
K ~n51, . . . ,N!, ~1!

with

r~un ,um!5dnm , ~2!

r~cn
k ,cm

h !5dkh;~n,m!, ~3!

wherer represents the correlation index.1

1The errorcn
k represents the shift of then-th observable induced

by a 11s variation in thek-th systematic error source. Linea
propagation of errors is assumed, namely, possible61s asymme-
tries and second-order systematic effects}cn

kcn
h are consistently

neglected in computing the uncertainties of the differenceRn
expt

2Rn
theor.
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Given the input numbers in Eq.~1!, two x2 definitions
have been basically used in global analyses~with some vari-
ants or combinations!. They will be referred to as the ‘‘co-
variance’’ approach~Sec. II A! and the ‘‘pull’’ approach~Sec.
II B !. Although seemingly different, the two approaches a
strictly equivalent~Sec. II C!. The pull approach, however
proves to be much more advantageous, and will be u
throughout this paper.

A. The covariance approach

In the ‘‘covariance approach,’’ one builds the~covariance!
matrix of squared errors as

snm
2 5dnmunum1 (

k51

K

cn
kcm

k , ~4!

then inverts it, and evaluates the quadratic form

xcovar
2 5 (

n,m51

N

~Rn
expt2Rn

theor!@snm
2 #21~Rm

expt2Rm
theor!. ~5!

This approach, proposed in@21# for the data available a
that time, has been later used in the majority of solarn analy-
ses of total events rates, with some variants related to
treatment of the8B n flux ~free or SSM! and to the separa
tion of spectral and total rate information in the SK data.

B. The pull approach

The alternative ‘‘pull approach’’ embeds the effect of ea
independentk-th source of systematics through a shift of t
differenceRn

expt2Rn
theor by an amount2jkck

n , wherejk is a
univariate Gaussian random variable2

~Rn
expt2Rn

theor!→~Rn
expt2Rn

theor!2 (
k51

K

jkcn
k . ~6!

The normalization condition for thejk’s is implemented
through quadratic penalties in thex2, which is then mini-
mized with respect to alljk’s,

xpull
2 5min

$jk%

F (
n51

N S Rn
expt2Rn

theor2 (
k51

K

jkcn
k

un

D2

1 (
k51

K

jk
2G .

~7!

Denoting asj̄k ~‘‘pulls’’ of the systematics! the values of the
jk’s at the minimum, and defining the ‘‘pulls’’xn of the
observables as

2The minus sign preceding the termsjkcn
k is conventional. It

amounts to attribute all the shifts to the theoretical estimate:Rn
theor

→Rn
theor1(k51

K jkcn
k .
0-2
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x̄n5

Rn
expt2S Rn

theor1 (
k51

K

j̄k cn
kD

un
, ~8!

the value ofxpull
2 is then split into two diagonalized piece

embedding the contribution to thex2 from the residuals of
the observables and of the systematics,

xpull
2 5xobs

2 1xsys
2 ~9!

5 (
n51

N

x̄n
21 (

k51

K

j̄k
2 . ~10!

The pull approach has often been used by the SK Colla
ration in their day-night spectral analysis, in combinati
with the covariance method for non-SK data@22#. More re-
cently, the SK energy-nadir spectrum has been analy
through a mixed pull-covariance approach@23#. The link be-
tween the covariance and pull method, discussed in the
section, is also mentioned in passing in Ref.@24#. To our
knowledge, however, a complete analysis of solar neut
data in terms ofxpull

2 has not been performed, prior to th
present work.

C. Comparison and equivalence of the covariance and pull
approaches

It is perhaps not generally known that, although see
ingly different, the covariance and pull approaches
strictly equivalent,

xcovar
2 [xpull

2 . ~11!

Our proof of the above identity is given in Appendix A3

Given the equivalence in Eq.~11!, the choice between th
covariance and the pull approach must be dictated by t
relative merits.

In particle physics, the covariance approach is typica
used either when the experimental collaborations provide
tailed information about the correlation matrix~as in the case
of the CERN e1e2 collider LEP Electroweak Working
Group@30#!, or whenN!K ~as in the case of solar neutrin
fits to total rates only@21#!. However, for increasingN the
approach becomes increasingly complicated. The inver
of largeN3N covariance matrices, in addition to being n
merically tricky, can make it difficult to fully understand th
results of global analyses. Indeed, the current solar or at
spheric neutrino data fits, involvingN;O(102), are getting
close to their manageability limits in terms of covarian

3We have recently realized that Eq.~11! and its implications have
been also discussed@25# and are routinely used@26,27# in the con-
text of parton density distribution fitting@28#. Closely related results
have also been recently found in the context of cosmic microw
background data fitting@29#. Although the connection between co
variance matrix and pulls appears thus to be an ubiquitous resu
physics data analysis, we have been unable to trace explicit r
ences to Eq.~11! prior to Ref.@25#.
05301
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matrices. The situation might become even more problem
in future high-statistics experiments, such as the neutr
factories from muon storage rings or superbeams, where
oscillation parameters will be inferred from the analysis a
comparison of densely binned and correlated~anti!neutrino
event spectra.4

The pull approach is clearly more practical than the co
riance one whenK!N. In fact, the minimization in Eq.~7!

leads to a set ofK linear equations in thej̄k’s, and to an
associatedK3K matrix inversion, rather than theN3N co-
variance matrix inversion~see Appendix A!. Moreover, the
final decomposition in terms of pulls of observables and s
tematics@Eqs. ~9! and ~10!# allows to trace theindividual
contributions to thex2, and to easily detect anomalous
large residuals. Indeed, the pull distribution has been rec
nized as a useful diagnostic tool in many areas of phys
including electroweak precision physics@30# and, more re-
cently, solarn physics, as discussed in@32# ~see also@19#!.5

In general, this method is useful to gauge the mutual ag
ment of data in a global fit, or to diagnose tension amo
data ~if any!, for any given point in the model paramete
space@(dm2,tan2u12) in our case#. The analysis of thexobs

2

and xsys
2 components@Eq. ~9!# can also be useful to trac

possible sources of good or bad fits.
Given the advantages ofxpull

2 in cases whereK!N, we
have redesigned the statistical analysis of solar neutrino
cillations in terms of pulls, and applied it to the current da
set~whereN581 andK531), as discussed in the next se
tion.

III. INPUT AND OUTPUT FOR THE xpull
2 ANALYSIS

In this section we describe the main input and outp
quantities, related to thexpull

2 analysis of solar neutrino data
In input we consider a set ofN581 observablesRn ~with
associated uncorrelated errorsun), and a set ofK531
sources of correlated systematic errorscn

k , in part related to
the SSM and in part to the experiments.6 In output we con-
sider the totalxpull

2 , its decomposition in individual pulls
and the shifts of the neutrino fluxes from their SSM value

A. Input observables and uncorrelated errors

The first two observables in our list are the chlorine to
rate @1#,

RCl
expt52.5660.23 SNU, ~12!

e

in
er-

4The pull approach has been recently applied to prospective s
ies in this context@31#.

5Notice that in Refs.@19,30,32# the pulls are defined in a some
what different way, namely, without the shifts in Eq.~8!.

6Systematic error sources are defined as ‘‘correlated’’ if they
upon two or more observables at the same time. Systematics w
act upon one observable only~e.g., then-Cl absorption cross sec
tion error! simply contribute quadratically to the uncorrelated err
for that observable~the Cl total rate, in the example!.
0-3
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and the average Gallium total rate~SAGE @2# 1 GALLEX-
GNO @4#!,

RGa
expt570.864.4 SNU, ~13!

where the errors include the statistical and experimental
tematic contributions to the uncorrelated errorsuCl anduGa,
respectively. In the analysis, the corresponding cross sec
uncertainties must also added in quadrature. Following
suggestion in@33#, the cross section error componentsDRX,i
for X5(Cl,Ga) are first added linearly and then quadra
cally into low ~L! and ‘‘high’’ ~H! energy parts@L5~pp, pep,
Be, N, O! andH5~B, hep!, respectively#7

uX
2~cross section!5S (

i PL
DRX,i

theorD 2

1S (
i PH

DRX,i
theorD 2

.

~14!

For X5Cl, the cross section error components are evalua
asDRX,i5RX,i D ln CX,i , whereRX,i are the~oscillated! rate
components, and the fractional 1s cross section uncertaintie
D lnCX,i can be taken from the compilation in@37#. For X
5Ga, the value ofDRX,i is computed by taking 1/3 of the
variations induced by the63s perturbed cross sections@38#
on the i-th Ga rate component for each point of the oscil
tion parameter space, as suggested in@33#.8

Our third observable is the winter-summer (W2S) rate
difference@39# measured in GALLEX-GNO@4#, here intro-
duced for the first time in the oscillation analysis. This datu
is described in detail in Appendix B.

The SK experiments provides 44 observables, in term
~binned! absolute event rates for the energy-nadir differen
spectrum of electrons@6#. Our treatment of the SK spectra
information is described in detail in Sec. III C.

The set of solarn observables is completed by the 3
day-night energy spectrum bins from the SNO experim
@8,9#, which include contributions fromn elastic scattering
~ES!, charged current~CC! and neutral current~NC! interac-
tions, and backgrounds@40#. Our treatment of the SNO spec
tral information is described in Appendix D.

B. Input correlated systematics

The 31 sources of correlated systematics include 12
certainties related to SSM input, the8B n energy shape un
certainty, 11 SK error sources and 7 SNO error sources.

Concerning the SSM input, we take from@41# the central
values for the fluxes (Fpp,Fpep,FBe,FB ,FN ,FO), but re-

7The prescription in Eq.~14! is intermediate between the extrem
possibilities of quadratic sum@21# and linear sum@34# over all flux
components. We observe that this prescription is not only justi
by the physics of thene absorption processes in Cl and Ga@33#, but
also by the effective separation of the Cl and the Ga solarn re-
sponse functions into two ‘‘L ’’ and ‘‘ H ’’ clusters in the energy
domain@35,36#.

8We conservatively assume the largest between the11s and
21s asymmetric Ga cross section errors.
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scaleFhep from the value in@41# (9.33103 cm22 s21) to
our default value

Fhep58.33103 cm22 s21, ~15!

according to the recent evaluation of the associatedShep fac-
tor in @42#.

The SSM also embeds a set of eleven sourcesXk of cor-
related uncertainties ~the cross section factor
S11,S13,S34,S1,14,S17, the Be capture cross sectionCBe, the
Sun luminosity, metallicityZ/X, age, opacity, and elemen
diffusion!, with fractional uncertaintiesD ln Xk , as listed in
@37#. With respect to the compilation in@37#, we update
D lnZ/X50.061 from @41#, and we addX125Shep, with
D lnShep50.3.9 The effects of such sources of uncertainti
on the neutrino fluxesF i are characterized by log-derivative
@10,21#, a ik5] ln Fi /] ln Xk , as compiled in@37#. Concern-
ing X12, the only nonzero log-derivative isahep,1251.

The collective effect of the SSM sources of systemat
Xk amounts to shift the neutrino fluxes as

F i→F iS 11 (
k51

12

jk a ik D lnXkD , ~16!

where thejk’s, penalized by the quadratic term(k51
12 jk

2 in
the expression ofxpull

2 , are minimized away in the fit. Notice
that the above equation is the linearized form of the pow
laws connecting each flux to theXk’s @10,43#. Such linear
form satisfies the luminosity constraint for the fluxes@44# by
construction, due to the sum rule discussed in Refs.@21,37#
~see also@45#!.

Within the pull approach, the shifts in Eq.~16! are easily
propagated to all theoretical predictionsRn

theor. In particular,
if Rn,i

theor is the i-th flux contribution toRn
theor, then the asso-

ciated correlated shift from thek-th source is jkcn,i
k

5jkRn,i
theora ikD ln Xk . The net effect of the shifts in Eq.~16!

is thus the generation of correlated errors on theRn’s, which
is strictly equivalent to the construction of the astrophysi
error matrix defined in the earlier covariance approa
@21,37#, as also noticed in@24#.

The 13th source of correlated systematics in our list is
8B n spectrum shape uncertainty@46# around the currently
adopted ‘‘central’’ spectrum@47#, which affects all the 81
observables10 at the same time. In the absence of oscillatio
we estimate that a11s perturbation of the8B n spectrum
~in the direction of highern energies! generates a12.2%
and a11.7% increase of theFB component of theRGa and
RCl theoretical rates, respectively~the evaluation is repeate
in each point of the mass-mixing plane!. The corresponding
shifts for the SK and SNO spectra are evaluated in Appen
C and D, respectively. Notice that we conservatively use

d
9The authors of@42# quote an uncertainty of;15% forShep, that

we conservatively double to 30%.
10With the possible exception of the Ga winter-summer differen

where its effects cancel to a large extent, and can be safely
glected as compared with the rather large statistical error~see Ap-
pendix B!.
0-4
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TABLE I. Positions and values of the absolute minimum~LMA ! and of three relevant local minima
~LOW, QVO, SMA! of xpull

2 , together with the separate contributions from pulls of observables (xobs
2 ) and of

correlated systematics (xsys
2 ). The correspondingDx2 variations are also given.

Solution dm2 (eV2) tan2u12 xobs
2 Dxobs

2 xsys
2 Dxsys

2 xpull
2 Dxpull

2

LMA 5.531025 0.42 71.3 — 2.1 — 73.4 —
LOW 7.331028 0.67 79.7 8.4 4.1 2.0 83.8 10.4
QVO 6.5310210 1.33 74.9 3.6 6.3 4.2 81.2 7.8
SMA 5.231026 1.131023 83.1 11.8 13.8 11.7 96.9 23.5
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8B n spectrum shape uncertainties estimated in@46# rather
than the~smaller! ones estimated in@47# since, in our opin-
ion, the issue of significant@O(100) keV# energy calibration
differences among existing8B decay spectrum measure
ments@46,47# is not completely clarified, and warrants fu
ther experimental investigations.11

There are also eleven sources of correlated systema
which affect only the SK spectrum. They include the S
energy scale and resolution uncertainties, an overall SK
offset, and eight sources of systematics separately affec
the eight energy bins, with full correlation in nadir@6# ~see
Appendix C!.

Finally, there are seven sources of correlated systema
which affect only the SNO spectrum. They include: the u
certainties affecting the SNO energy scale and resolution
event vertex reconstruction, the neutron capture efficien
the neutron and low-energy~LE! background estimates an
the interaction cross sections. See Appendix D for more
tails.

C. Output

As output of the pull analysis, we get the functio
xpull

2 (dm2,tan2u12) ~essential to identify absolute and loc
minima and to draw confidence level contours!, as well as
other useful statistical indicators.

Concerningxpull
2 , for any fixed point in the paramete

space (dm2,tan2u12), the goodness-of-fit test requiresxpull
2

;N (N581) for an acceptable fit. Further information ca
be gained by splittingxpull

2 into the separate contribution
xobs

2 and xsys
2 @Eqs. ~9! and ~10!#, obtained by summing up

the squared pulls of theN581 observables@ x̄n , see Eq.~8!#

and of theK531 systematics@ j̄k , see Eq.~A6!#. The larger
the value ofxsys

2 , the more the fit tends to ‘‘stretch’’ one o
more correlated systematics to get a better agreement
tween data and expectations. Apart from global features,
analysis of the pull sets$x̄n% and $j̄k% allows to quantify
individual contributions to thex2, which, if anomalously
large, might be indicative of problems either in the theore
cal predictions or in the experimental measurements. Th
fore, we think it useful to present, besides the global val
of xpull

2 5xobs
2 1xsys

2 , also some selected lists of pulls.

11We have been informed that a new8B(b1)8Be(2a) decay
spectral measurement is in progress at Argonne@W. T. Winter ~pri-
vate communication!#.
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Finally, it is useful to isolate the twelve SSM systema
pulls $j̄k%k51, . . . ,12which, on the basis of Eq.~16!, allow us
to derive the induced neutrino flux shifts from the SSM ce
tral values, namely

DF i

F i
5 (

k51

12

j̄ka ikD ln Xk . ~17!

These shifts provide valuable~and luminosity-constrained!
information about the preferred departures from the S
within the various oscillation solutions to the solar neutri
problem.

Summarizing, we will show and discuss results abo
pulls,

$x̄n%n51, . . . ,815pulls of the observables, ~18!

$j̄k%k51, . . . ,315pulls of the correlated systematics, ~19!

aboutx2 values,

xobs
2 5 (

n51

81

x̄n
2 , ~20!

xsys
2 5 (

k51

31

j̄k
2 , ~21!

xpull
2 5xobs

2 1xsys
2 , ~22!

and about fractional shifts from the SSM predictions,

DF i /F i5n flux shifts. ~23!

IV. RESULTS OF THE xpull
2 ANALYSIS

In this section we start by describing the global results
the xpull

2 analysis, and then we break down such results
increasing levels of detail.

A. Global results

The global results of our solarn oscillation fit are sum-
marized in Table I and in Fig. 1. In Table I we report th
(dm2,tan2u12) coordinates of the best-fit point@so-called
large mixing angle~LMA ! solution# and of the three deepes
0-5
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FOGLI, LISI, MARRONE, MONTANINO, AND PALAZZO PHYSICAL REVIEW D66, 053010 ~2002!
~local! xpull
2 minima in the regions of lowdm2 ~LOW!, qua-

sivacuum oscillations12 ~QVO!, and small mixing angle
~SMA!.

Concerning the goodness-of-fit test, we recall that, at
absolute minimum, one expects the totalx2 to be in the
61s rangeNDF6A2NDF @50#. In our case (NDF58122),
it is xpull

2 573.4 at the LMA best-fit point, well within the
expected range 79612.6. Also the LOW and especially th
QVO solutions have acceptable values ofxpull

2 , while the
SMA value appears to be significantly larger than expec
The pull analysis will confirm that the LOW and QVO solu
tions are still viable, while the SMA solution is no longe
statistically acceptable. Notice that at the LMA point, mo
of the contribution toxpull

2 comes from pulls of observable
(xobs

2 ) rather than systematics (xsys
2 ). All the other solutions

in Table I show an increase of bothxpull
2 andxsys

2 , implying
an increasing departure of the theoretical predictions fr

12We do not find acceptable solutions in the octant-symme
vacuum oscillation~VO! regime. For the QVO solution in Table I
only the highest energyn flux components (FB and Fhep) have
reached the VO regime, while the lowest energy ones are stil
fected by octant-asymmetric quasivacuum effects@48,49# in the
Sun.

FIG. 1. Global results of the solar neutrino data analysis, incl
ing 81 observables and 31 sources of correlated systematics.
parameter space (dm2,tan2u12) refers to the scenario of 2n oscilla-
tions among active states. The relevantx2 minima in the LMA,
LOW, and QVO regions are given in Table I.
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the data and of the systematics offsets from zero.
Concerning the parameter estimation test13 ~based on

Dxpull
2 variations around the minimum! Fig. 1 shows the re-

sults of our global analysis in the usual mass-mixing pla
The confidence level isolines are drawn atDx254.61, 5.99,
9.21, and 11.83, corresponding to 90%, 95%, 99%, a
99.73% joint probability regions for the two (dm2,tan2u12)
parameters. The QVO and LOW parameters are still acc
able at the 99% and 99.73% C.L., respectively, while
SMA parameters are basically ruled out. Our LMA boun
appear to be~sometimes significantly! more conservative
than in other recent analyses@6,9,15–20#.14 In particular, at
the 99.73% C.L. we derive from Fig. 1 that:~i! maximal
mixing is marginally allowed in the LMA region, and~ii ! the
highestdm2 allowed values hit the region independently d
favored by CHOOZ data@53#.15 We think that the detailed
treatment of all known uncertainties~and of their propaga-
tion to all relevant experimental observables! plays a role in
such different results, also for non-LMA solutions. Conce
ing the LOW solution, we note that the inclusion of th
winter-summer datum from GALLEX-GNO contributes t
decrease its likelihood in our analysis.

B. Separating experimental bounds

Figure 2 show the decomposition of the global results i
contributions from the Cl experiment~total rate!, from the
Gallium experiments~total rate and winter-summer differ
ence!, from the SK energy-nadir spectrum~44 bins!, and
from the SNO day-night spectrum~34 bins!. In each panel,
the results are shown in terms of allowed regions, for
same confidence levels as in Fig. 1~referred to the absolute
minimum in each panel!.

Concerning thexpull
2 minima in Fig. 2, their positions are

not particularly interesting for the Cl and Ga cases, wh
they are essentially degenerate. More interesting is the
of the SK experiment alone, where the best fit (xpull

2 538.4)
is reached at maximal mixing and fordm256.5
310210 eV2 ~in agreement with the results in@54#!, very
close to the QVO coordinates in Table I. Concerning the
to SNO data only, we find the best fit atdm253.7
31025 eV2 and tan2u1250.47, close to the LMA coordi-
nates in Table I, withxpull

2 525.7. The latter value appears
be on the lower side of the61s expected range for thexpull

2

in SNO (326A64).16

c

f-

13Useful discussions of the applications and differences betw
the goodness-of-fit test and the parameter estimation test ca
found in @50–52#.

14The closest agreement is reached with the global allowed L
region in Ref.@18#.

15CHOOZ data are not included in the present analysis, in orde
show more clearly the strength of the upper bound ondm2 placed
by solar neutrino data alone.

16We think that this feature might be partly due to nonoptim
binning of the SNO spectrum. Although, at low energy, relative
dense binning is required to enhance the effects of the neutral
rent component, at high energies it is preferable to enlarge the

-
he
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FIG. 2. Results of the solar neutrino da
analysis, as obtained by separating four classe
observables:~i! the chlorine rate;~ii ! the average
SAGE1GALLEX-GNO gallium rate plus the
GALLEX-GNO winter-summer difference;~iii !
the SK energy-nadir spectrum; and~iv! the SNO
day-night spectrum.
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Concerning the shapes of the allowed regions in Fig
we note the following facts. None of the experiments e
cludes maximal mixing anddm2→` at 99% C.L. This fea-
ture is rather well known for Ga and SK data, but does
appear in all recent analyses for the Cl and SNO data.
instance, the Cl contours in Ref.@6# appear to be more re
strictive than ours, which might be due to different estima
of the Cl errors. We also note some differences between
SNO bounds in Fig. 2 and the SNO official analysis in F
4~a! of @9#: ~a! in the QVO region, our contours are smoo
~as they should!; ~b! we do not find~Q!VO solutions at maxi-
mal mixing fordm2;10210 eV2; ~c! our bounds in the LMA
region allow maximal mixing anddm2→` well within the
99.73% C.L. Concerning the points~a! and~b!, we think that
the differences might depend in@9# on the~numerically deli-
cate! averaging of the oscillating terms in the energy or tim
domain. Concerning the points~b! and~c!, some differences
might also be due to the fact that the analysis in Fig. 4~a! of
@9# is done without SSM input. Concerning the point~c!, we

width so as to match the SNO energy resolution width~analogously
to the current SK energy spectrum binning!.
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note that the exclusion ofdm2→` and of tan2u1251 at the
99.73% level by the SNO data alone~as found in Fig. 4~a! of
@9#! would be equivalent to the exclusion of the consta
Pee51/2 case~or of equalne andnm,t fluxes,Fe5Fm,t) at
the same confidence level. Although the SNO data clea
preferPee;1/3 @8# ~see also Appendix E!, a 3s rejection of
Pee.1/2 might be premature. Indeed, from Fig. 3 of@8# it
appears that theFe5Fm,t line touches the 95% error ellips
determined by the total SNO rates. Given that the exclus
of relatively large values ofdm2 and tan2u has profound
implications in lepton physics~both phenomenologically and
theoretically!, we think that the impact of the SNO data o
such values warrants further investigations.

From Fig. 2 it also appears that all experiments larg
agree in the LMA region, and that a few QVO ‘‘islands
below 1029 eV2 also happen to be consistent with all expe
ments. Moreover, all the experiments appear to be gen
cally consistent with some ‘‘LOW’’ or ‘‘SMA’’ regions at
least at 99% C.L. However, such regions are somewhat
ferent for the different panels in Fig. 2. Concerning the LO
case, there is a reasonable overlap of the Cl, Ga, and
bounds at dm2&1027 eV2, while SNO prefers dm2
0-7
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FIG. 3. Results of the solar neutrino da
analysis, as obtained by excluding each of t
four data sets in Fig. 2 from the global set used
Fig. 1.
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*1027 eV2, where the LOW parameters more easily ad
to the preferred valuePee.1/3. This tension generates a
overall decrease of the LOW likelihood. Concerning t
SMA case, the low-tan2u12 regions separately allowed by C
Ga, SK, and SNO at the 99.73% C.L. do not overlap.

Figure 3 allows to appreciate the impact of each exp
ment in the global fit, by removing one experiment at a tim
In a sense, Fig. 3 is the ‘‘difference’’ between Fig. 1 and F
2. It can be seen that the removal of either the Cl or the
experiments~upper panels in Fig. 3! weakens the bounds o
large mixing, on large values ofdm2, and on the LOW pa-
rameters, but does not alter the situation for vacuum osc
tions, which are excluded in both cases.17 The lower left
panel in Fig. 3 shows that the removal of the SK experim

17In Ref. @20#, the Ga impact on the LOW solution has be
studied by lowering the total rate from 70.864.4 to 66.165.3 SNU.
The authors of@20# find a corresponding reduction of theDxLOW

2

from 6.9 to 3.0, with respect to the LMA minimum. By repeatin
the same exercise, we find a smaller effect: ourDxLOW

2 decreases
from 10.4~see Table I! to 9.0.
05301
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would diminish the likelihood of the solutions characteriz
by no or mild energy spectrum distortion~e.g.,dm2→` or
QVO cases!, and, conversely, would make some strong
energy-dependent solutions marginally reappear~at small
mixing and in the vacuum regime!. Finally, the lower right
panel in Fig. 3 shows the pre-SNO situation~but with up-
dated SK, Cl, and Ga data!, with all the well-known multiple
solutions to the solar neutrino problem.

The comparison of Figs. 1–3 shows the dramatic imp
of SK and SNO in determining the preference for large m
ing ~and especially for the LMA solutions! and the rejection
of the SMA solution. However, the Cl and Ga data still pl
an important role in determining the shape of the LMA co
tours, as well as the likelihood of the less favored solutio
~LOW and QVO!, which cannot be rejected on the basis
the present global information.

C. Separating and grouping pulls

We discuss the decomposition ofxpull
2 into separate and

grouped pulls of observables$x̄n% and of correlated system
atics$j̄k% @see Eqs.~18!–~22!# for the various solutions.
0-8
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GETTING THE MOST FROM THE STATISTICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 053010 ~2002!
Table II shows the pulls of each of the 81 observab
used in our analysis, corresponding to the four solutions
Table I.18 For the best-fit LMA solution, we also give th
range spanned by each pull within the 99.73% C.L. LM
region shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that, in any case, th
are no anomalously large~say, .3 standard deviation!
pulls—not even in the SMA solution or at the borders of t
LMA region. This fact confirms the results of the previo
sections, namely, that the allowance or rejection of the v
ous solutions comes from a ‘‘collective’’ effect of sever
experimental observables rather than by a small subse
them.

Figure 4 provides a graphical version of the first thr
columns in Table II, together with an histogram of the p
distribution, compared with a Gaussian distribution~conven-
tionally normalized toN581) to guide the eye. It appear
that the pulls of the observables have a reasonably symm
cal and Gaussian distribution, confirming the goodness of
LMA fit at a deeper level than the globalx2 values. The
relatively large pull for the Cl datum (21.74) may be re-
garded as a statistical fluctuation among the others, at
LMA best fit. Notice that the Cl pull in the SMA solution i
instead very small~0.14!. Retrospectively, this small pull
together with theoretical prejudices against large mixing,
pears to be at the origin of a very long detour towards sm
mixing oscillations in matter. The distributions of pulls of th
observables for the QVO and LOW cases~not graphically
shown! are also reasonably Gaussian as for the LMA ca
although with a slightly larger area~given by the correspond
ing xobs

2 values in Table I!. The distribution of pulls for the
SMA case~not shown!, besides having an even larger ar
(xobs

2 583.1), appears also to be slightly skewed, with
excess of positive pulls. This adds to the statistical proble
of this solution.

It is interesting to group the separate experimental con
butions to the globalxobs

2 in Table I, by summing up the
corresponding squared pulls from Table II. The results of t
exercise, as reported in Table III, show which experim
‘‘wins’’ or ‘‘loses’’ in the various global solutions. In particu-
lar, the radiochemical experiments clearly win in the SM
and loose in the QVO and LOW solutions, while the fit to t
SK spectrum observables appears to be rather stable,
only Dxobs

2 .63 variations in the various solutions. Th
SMA solution tries to make a compromise between SK a
SNO data, in which SK dominates~having smaller spectra
errors!, leaving SNO with a worse fit (xobs

2 538.5) as com-
pared with the LMA case (xobs

2 526.2).
Let us now consider the contributions of correlated s

tematics shifts to the global fit. Table IV shows the contrib
tions of the pulls of systematics in the various solutions.
in Table II, for the LMA solution we also show the rang
spanned by the pulls within the 99.73% C.L. LMA region
Fig. 1. It appears that such pulls are generally rather sm

18The SK and SNO spectrum bins are identified by their ene
range and by their nadir interval~day and night bins!. See also
Appendixes C and D for notation.
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and typically assume minimal values in the LMA solution.
particular, Fig. 5 shows the LMA pull diagram for the corr
lated systematics, none of which presents a significant off
The smallness of all SSM input offsets~with the possible
exception ofS17) is particularly impressive. In general, at th
LMA best-fit point there is no need to stretch any correla
systematics to fit the data. In the LOW and QVO solutio
the situation is less ideal~several offsets in Table IV are a
the level of ;0.5s) but certainly still acceptable. In the
SMA case, however, several SNO systematic offsets in Ta
IV are at the level of;1s, and the8B n shape uncertainty
is stretched by;1.5s. Such offsets, which act in the direc
tion of reducing the spectral differences between theory
data, produce a significant contribution to the SMA fit (xsys

2

513.8). It is quite unlikely that future, possible recalibr
tions of systematics may just happen to cancel out all th
offsets, thus giving more chances to the SMA solution.

It is interesting to group somex2 contributions of system-
atics, according to their origin. This exercise is done in Ta
V. The SK contribution toxsys

2 is rather stable~and small!,
with a minimum at the QVO solution. This situation paralle
the SK contribution toxobs

2 ~see Table III and related com
ments!, and show the pivoting role of the SK spectrum
determining the likelihood of all solutions. Conversely, t
contributions toxsys

2 from SNO and from the standard neu
trino flux input ~SSM and8B n shape systematics! increase
significantly when passing from the LMA to the SMA solu
tion.

The grand total of the various contributions to thexpull
2

from both observables and systematics is shown in Table
This table shows quantitatively that the LMA solution is
very good agreement with both the experimental data
with the SSM. The LOW and QVO solutions provide
slightly less good agreement with the SSM and with S
1SNO, and are somehow ‘‘borderline’’ from the point o
view of radiochemical experiments. However, they cannot
really excluded by any data at present. The SMA solution
instead safely ruled out, mainly as a consequence of the S
data fit (xSNO

2 545.1).

D. Implications for the SSM neutrino fluxes

In the previous section, we have seen that the LMA so
tion does not require any significant offsetj̄k in the SSM
input systematics (k51, . . .,12), and that such offsets ar
relatively small also in the other solutions. Equation~17!
allows to translate such offsets into preferred shift of t
neutrino fluxesF i from their SSM central values. The resul
are shown in Table VII for the various solutions. In the LM
best-fit point, all solar neutrino fluxes are basically co
firmed: just for illustration, an approximate translation of t
LMA flux shifts into variations of the ‘‘effective solar core
temperature’’ (Dtc /tc @37,43,45#! would formally provide
uDtc /tcu&0.2%. The QVO and SMA solutions would for
mally require 2DtC /tC;0.5–1% ~a slightly cooler Sun!,
the LOW case being intermediate between the latter and
LMA one. In all solutions, the preferredFpp values are
within a percent from the SSM. The preferred~negative!

y
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TABLE II. Pulls of the observables in the various solutions.

n Observable LMA LMA@min, max# at 3s LOW QVO SMA

1 Cl rate 21.74 @22.56,21.17# 21.86 22.68 0.14
2 Ga rate 0.39 @21.49,11.90# 1.27 0.84 20.19
3 GaW2S 21.23 @21.23,21.22# 21.75 21.25 21.22
4 SK @5.0,5.5# 20.09 @20.46,10.10# 0.14 20.01 0.58
5 SK @5.5,6.5# day 20.36 @21.06,10.40# 20.06 20.52 0.17
6 SK @5.5,6.5# M1 20.41 @20.63,20.29# 20.27 20.40 20.14
7 SK @5.5,6.5# M2 21.77 @22.00,21.64# 21.84 21.72 21.43
8 SK @5.5,6.5# M3 0.03 @20.20,10.26# 0.05 0.19 0.52
9 SK @5.5,6.5# M4 1.11 @10.93,11.36# 1.46 1.30 1.64
10 SK @5.5,6.5# M5 0.62 @10.47,10.86# 0.71 0.80 1.14
11 SK @5.5,6.5# core 20.90 @21.04,20.67# 20.75 20.73 20.41
12 SK @6.5,8.0# day 1.20 @10.48,12.35# 1.15 0.56 0.72
13 SK @6.5,8.0# M1 1.97 @11.80,12.04# 1.99 1.84 1.90
14 SK @6.5,8.0# M2 1.31 @10.82,11.38# 1.08 1.29 1.37
15 SK @6.5,8.0# M3 21.29 @21.80,21.07# 21.39 21.13 21.02
16 SK @6.5,8.0# M4 0.19 @20.23,10.46# 0.62 0.41 0.55
17 SK @6.5,8.0# M5 20.81 @21.17,20.54# 20.78 20.60 20.40
18 SK @6.5,8.0# core 21.12 @21.41,20.87# 20.99 20.94 20.73
19 SK @8.0,9.5# day 20.40 @20.93,10.56# 20.67 20.91 21.29
20 SK @8.0,9.5# M1 0.17 @10.05,10.19# 0.13 0.09 20.05
21 SK @8.0,9.5# M2 0.24 @20.32,10.42# 0.06 0.31 0.17
22 SK @8.0,9.5# M3 20.17 @20.73,10.15# 20.22 0.08 20.05
23 SK @8.0,9.5# M4 1.40 @10.92,11.76# 1.75 1.70 1.61
24 SK @8.0,9.5# M5 20.26 @20.65,10.09# 20.20 0.02 0.03
25 SK @8.0,9.5# core 20.51 @20.83,20.21# 20.39 20.28 20.23
26 SK @9.5,11.5# day 20.67 @21.19,10.19# 21.07 20.83 21.70
27 SK @9.5,11.5# M1 20.20 @20.36,20.13# 20.29 20.17 20.49
28 SK @9.5,11.5# M2 1.01 @10.45,11.30# 0.88 1.22 0.90
29 SK @9.5,11.5# M3 20.55 @21.11,20.10# 20.56 20.13 20.49
30 SK @9.5,11.5# M4 0.08 @20.43,10.57# 0.40 0.55 0.26
31 SK @9.5,11.5# M5 0.17 @20.21,10.63# 0.26 0.57 0.45
32 SK @9.5,11.5# core 0.33 @10.01,10.69# 0.43 0.62 0.52
33 SK @11.5,13.5# day 0.72 @10.36,11.31# 0.42 0.66 0.11
34 SK @11.5,13.5# M1 0.67 @10.57,10.71# 0.61 0.71 0.52
35 SK @11.5,13.5# M2 22.21 @22.64,21.98# 22.25 22.00 22.23
36 SK @11.5,13.5# M3 21.76 @22.11,21.43# 21.72 21.39 21.65
37 SK @11.5,13.5# M4 0.36 @10.02,10.69# 0.57 0.70 0.55
38 SK @11.5,13.5# M5 20.80 @21.02,20.50# 20.72 20.59 20.54
39 SK @11.5,13.5# core 0.67 @10.46,10.92# 0.76 0.76 0.82
40 SK @13.5,16.0# day 0.65 @10.36,11.02# 0.50 20.37 0.48
41 SK @13.5,16.0# M1 0.59 @10.52,10.61# 0.56 0.25 0.57
42 SK @13.5,16.0# M2 2.03 @11.88,12.06# 2.03 1.79 2.08
43 SK @13.5,16.0# M3 1.51 @11.39,11.57# 1.54 1.26 1.62
44 SK @13.5,16.0# M4 1.31 @11.18,11.39# 1.42 1.05 1.47
45 SK @13.5,16.0# M5 20.48 @20.57,20.41# 20.42 20.85 20.26
46 SK @13.5,16.0# core 20.22 @20.30,20.15# 20.15 20.60 20.08
47 SK @16.0,20.0# 0.34 @10.06,10.47# 0.31 20.19 0.35
48 SNO@5.0,5.5# day 20.99 @21.32,20.28# 20.49 20.66 20.08
49 SNO@5.0,5.5# night 0.23 @20.17,11.01# 0.78 0.65 1.19
50 SNO@5.5,6.0# day 0.94 @10.63,11.42# 1.23 1.06 1.33
51 SNO@5.5,6.0# night 20.31 @20.65,10.12# 20.36 20.64 20.60
52 SNO@6.0,6.5# day 0.09 @20.53,10.64# 20.26 20.60 20.74
53 SNO@6.0,6.5# night 20.72 @21.55,20.02# 21.27 21.52 21.88
053010-10
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TABLE II. ~Continued!.

n Observable LMA LMA@min, max# at 3s LOW QVO SMA

54 SNO@6.5,7.0# day 20.64 @21.46,10.10# 21.24 21.20 21.82
55 SNO@6.5,7.0# night 1.34 @10.70,11.95# 0.84 1.17 0.40
56 SNO@7.0,7.5# day 20.66 @21.24,20.05# 21.14 20.57 21.51
57 SNO@7.0,7.5# night 0.27 @20.13,10.74# 20.09 0.38 20.31
58 SNO@7.5,8.0# day 0.41 @10.15,10.79# 0.16 0.37 0.06
59 SNO@7.5,8.0# night 0.39 @10.25,10.68# 0.24 0.13 0.22
60 SNO@8.0,8.5# day 20.20 @20.26,10.04# 20.27 20.65 20.21
61 SNO@8.0,8.5# night 20.69 @20.73,20.47# 20.68 21.20 20.58
62 SNO@8.5,9.0# day 21.31 @21.39,21.07# 21.25 21.78 21.10
63 SNO@8.5,9.0# night 0.43 @10.35,10.60# 0.51 0.27 0.60
64 SNO@9.0,9.5# day 20.72 @20.96,20.39# 20.51 20.20 20.44
65 SNO@9.0,9.5# night 0.54 @10.07,11.35# 1.03 1.09 1.71
66 SNO@9.5,10.0# day 20.95 @21.59,10.07# 20.29 20.19 0.50
67 SNO@9.5,10.0# night 20.66 @21.13,20.07# 20.27 20.21 0.17
68 SNO@10.0,10.5# day 0.76 @10.44,10.85# 0.80 0.75 0.84
69 SNO@10.0,10.5# night 2.19 @11.70,12.43# 1.96 1.84 1.75
70 SNO@10.5,11.0# day 0.60 @20.09,11.02# 0.20 0.18 20.14
71 SNO@10.5,11.0# night 21.76 @22.54,21.22# 22.24 21.93 22.60
72 SNO@11.0,11.5# day 0.78 @10.15,11.24# 0.41 0.99 0.17
73 SNO@11.0,11.5# night 20.69 @21.25,20.21# 20.98 20.21 21.13
74 SNO@11.5,12.0# day 0.27 @20.17,10.69# 0.10 0.69 0.08
75 SNO@11.5,12.0# night 20.27 @20.64,10.10# 20.33 20.08 20.25
76 SNO@12.0,12.5# day 1.28 @11.01,11.54# 1.31 1.17 1.45
77 SNO@12.0,12.5# night 0.89 @10.66,11.14# 1.00 0.59 1.19
78 SNO@12.5,13.0# day 20.45 @20.69,20.13# 20.26 20.84 20.03
79 SNO@12.5,13.0# night 0.64 @10.44,10.92# 0.82 0.40 1.02
80 SNO@13.0,20.0# day 1.37 @11.21,11.60# 1.54 1.33 1.68
81 SNO@13.0,20.0# night 21.03 @21.41,20.57# 20.64 20.19 20.51
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variations of theFB values from its SSM value are instea
significant in non-LMA solutions, and appear to be cons
tent with those derived in someFB-free analyses@18,19,54#.
This might seem surprising, since we do not exclude a
SSM input in our analysis. The reason for such agreeme
that the current SNO data implicitly provide an experimen
determination ofFB which is already significantly more ac
curate than the SSM estimate; therefore, there is little dif
ence in making the analysis with or without SSM input f
FB . Notice that, in addition, we can also quantify the pr
ferred variations ofFBe, FN , andFO , which appear to be
all negative in non-LMA solutions.19 ConcerningFhep, we
do not find any significant preferred variation with respect
Eq. ~15!. This fact is mainly due to the poor sensitivity of th
data to this flux~confined to the last few bins in the SK an
SNO spectrum! and possibly to our careful treatment of S
and SNO spectral uncertainties~see Appendixes C and D!.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows isolines of the preferred neutri
flux shifts within the LMA solution ~superposed at 99%
C.L.!. The variations ofFpp and ofFpep are limited to about
a percent, but can be an order of magnitude larger for

19This information is relevant for prospective studies in t
BOREXINO experiment@14#.
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other neutrino fluxes. In the upper or right part of the LM
region, the current global fits seem to prefer variations of
fluxes roughly corresponding to a slightly ‘‘cooler’’ Sun
while in the lower left corner of the LMA region the trend
opposite~slightly ‘‘hotter’’ Sun!. Should the best-fit LMA
value be confirmed by the KamLand experiment@13#, the
current SSM input would be just ‘‘perfect.’’

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a global analysis of solar neutr
oscillations within the 2n active scenario,20 including all the
current solar neutrino data and all relevant sources of un
tainties. The statistical analysis has been performed in a
which clearly traces the residual contribution of each obse
able and of each source of correlated systematics in thex2 fit
~‘‘pull’’ method !. It turns out that there is still a multiplicity
of acceptable solutions at large mixing in the so-called LM
LOW, and QVO regions~Fig. 1 and Table I!, none of which
contradict any data~Figs. 2 and 3!, as also confirmed by a
detailed pull analysis~Tables II–VI!. In particular, the best-
fit LMA solution appears to be in very good agreement w

20Three-flavor results will be shown elsewhere.
0-11
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FIG. 4. Diagram of pulls$x̄n%n51, . . . ,81for ob-
servables at the LMA best-fit point. See the te
for details.
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all the data~Fig. 4!, without requiring any stretching of th
correlated systematics~Fig. 5!, contrary to the strongly dis
favored solution at small mixing angle. The striking LM
agreement with all standard solar model fluxes~Table VII! is
only slightly worsened when moving away from the best
~Fig. 6!. The statistical techniques and the treatment of
data underlying these results have been discussed in det
the Appendixes.

TABLE III. Separate experimental contributions to the glob
xobs

2 for the various solutions reported in Table I, as obtained
grouping squared pulls from Table II.

n Experiment LMA LOW QVO SMA

1 Cl ~rate! 3.0 3.4 7.2 0.0
2–3 Ga~rate andW2S) 1.7 4.7 2.3 1.5
4–48 SK~44 bins! 40.4 42.9 37.0 43.1
49–81 SNO~34 bins! 26.2 28.7 28.4 38.5
1–81 All ~global xobs

2 ) 71.3 79.7 74.9 83.1
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Note added.After completion of this work, the SAGE
Collaboration has added the winter-summer difference da
in Ref. @2#. We thank B. Cleveland for related communic
tions.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF xcovar
2 Äxpull

2

Let us recall that basic ingredients of anyx2 statistics are:
the experimental and theoretical values (Rn

expt andRn
theor) of

l
y
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TABLE IV. Pulls of the systematics in the various solutions.

k Systematic LMA LMA @min, max# at 3s LOW QVO SMA

1 S11 20.05 @20.31,10.42# 0.19 0.35 0.34
2 S33 0.00 @20.13,10.32# 0.10 0.24 0.18
3 S34 0.01 @20.98,10.42# 20.32 20.72 20.59
4 S1,14 20.15 @20.49,20.02# 20.08 20.21 20.01
5 S17 0.38 @20.71,11.15# 20.35 20.47 20.83
6 Luminosity 0.04 @20.31,10.17# 20.08 20.20 20.22
7 Z/X 0.03 @20.89,10.48# 20.35 20.68 20.60
8 Age 0.00 @20.06,10.04# 20.02 20.05 20.04
9 Opacity 20.05 @20.36,10.52# 0.22 0.42 0.41
10 Diffusion 20.02 @20.26,10.43# 0.18 0.34 0.31
11 CBe 20.07 @20.22,10.13# 0.07 0.09 0.16
12 Shep 20.03 @20.04,10.00# 20.02 20.10 0.02
13 8B n shape 0.17 @20.71,11.24# 20.66 20.80 21.56
14 SK scale 0.78 @10.51,11.82# 0.49 0.49 20.31
15 SK resolution 0.61 @10.54,10.87# 0.61 0.06 0.73
16 SK offset 0.44 @10.33,10.70# 0.57 0.68 0.34
17 SK @5.0,5.5# 20.03 @20.18,10.05# 0.06 0.00 0.27
18 SK @5.5,6.5# 20.26 @20.61,20.13# 20.10 20.28 0.34
19 SK @6.5,8.0# 0.54 @10.32,10.67# 0.70 0.52 0.89
20 SK @8.0,9.5# 0.01 @20.06,10.19# 20.08 20.03 20.42
21 SK @9.5,11.5# 20.14 @20.25,10.21# 20.30 0.14 20.76
22 SK @11.5,13.5# 20.21 @20.31,20.06# 20.29 20.10 20.45
23 SK @13.5,16.0# 0.26 @10.23,10.34# 0.32 0.11 0.44
24 SK @16.0,20.0# 0.01 @10.00,10.02# 0.02 20.01 0.02
25 SNO scale 20.15 @20.90,10.58# 20.86 21.49 21.48
26 SNO resolution 20.32 @20.41,20.05# 20.16 20.52 0.47
27 SNO vertex 0.13 @20.60,10.65# 20.52 20.20 21.42
28 SNOn capture 20.10 @20.46,10.60# 0.42 0.34 0.94
29 SNOn background 20.06 @20.27,10.35# 0.25 0.20 0.55
30 SNO LE background 20.16 @20.49,10.53# 0.33 0.28 0.87
31 SNO cross section 0.04 @20.16,10.21# 20.16 20.02 20.52
te
or
(

e

the N observables to be fitted; the associated uncorrela
errors un ; and the associated set of fully correlated err
cn

k , due to K independent sources of systematicsk
51, . . . ,K).

In order to simplify the notation, we normalize both th
differencesRn

expt2Rn
theor and the correlated errorscn

k to the
un’s, by defining

Dn5
Rn

expt2Rn
theor

un
, ~A1!

and

qn
k5

cn
k

un
. ~A2!

Equation~5! reads then

xcovar
2 5 (

n,m51

N

DnFdnm1(
k

qn
kqm

k G21

Dm , ~A3!
05301
d
s
while Eq. ~7! reads

xpull
2 5min

$jk%
F (

n51

N S Dn2(
k

qn
k jkD 2

1 (
k51

K

jk
2G , ~A4!

where thejk are Gaussian random variables with^jk&50
and ^jk

2&51.
The minimization in Eq.~A4! leads to a set ofK linear

equations in the unknownsj̄k ,

(
h51

K S dkh1(
n

qn
kqn

hD j̄h5 (
n51

N

Dnqn
k , ~A5!

whose solution is

j̄k5 (
h51

K

Skh(
n51

N

Dnqn
h , ~A6!
0-13
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whereS is the inverse matrix21

Skh5Fdkh1(
n

qn
kqn

hG21

. ~A7!

It turns out that the matrixS is also related to the inver
sion of the covariance matrix,

Fdnm1(
k

qn
kqm

k G21

5dnm2 (
k,h51

K

Skh qm
h qn

k . ~A8!

Indeed, the product of the above two matrices gives the
matrix. The above equation reduces the inversion of theN
3N covariance matrix inxcovar

2 to the inversion of the~gen-
erally much smaller! K3K matrix in Eq.~A7!.

The last step is to write thexpull
2 in terms of thej̄k’s,

xpull
2 5 (

n51

N S Dn2(
k

qn
k j̄kD 2

1 (
k51

K

j̄k
2 , ~A9!

21Here we deal only with symmetric matrices. Therefore, give
matrix equation such asA5B21, we can conventionally write it as
Anm5@Bnm#21 without index ambiguity.

FIG. 5. Diagram of pulls$j̄k%k51, . . . ,31 for correlated systemat
ics at the LMA best-fit point. See the text for details.
05301
it

and to substitute Eq.~A6! in Eq. ~A9!. Expanding the right-
hand side~RHS! of Eq. ~A9!, and making use of Eq.~A8!,
one recovers the RHS of Eq.~A3!, namely,

xcovar
2 [xpull

2 . ~A10!

Finally, we observe that setting

x̄n[Dn2 (
k51

K

qn
kj̄k , ~A11!

as in Eq.~8!, one gets from Eq.~A9! a ‘‘diagonal’’ form for
xpull

2 ,

xpull
2 5 (

n51

N

x̄n
21 (

k51

K

j̄k
2 , ~A12!

as anticipated in Eq.~10!.
A different proof of the previous relations have been d

cussed in the context of parton distribution fitting@25#,
where the pull method is now routinely used@26,27#.

APPENDIX B: WINTER-SUMMER DIFFERENCE IN
GALLEX-GNO

Earth matter effects can generate an observable win
summer difference (RW2RS) in the event rates measured
gallium experiments. Such a difference can be as large
;6 SNU around the LOW solution@39#.

The GALLEX-GNO Collaboration has recently reporte
the measurement@4# ~see also@55#!

RW2RS521169SNU~GALLEX-GNO!, ~B1!

whose uncertainty is almost entirely statistical@55#, all sys-
tematics being largely cancelled in the difference@56#. In our

a

TABLE V. Separate contributions to the globalxsys
2 for the vari-

ous solutions reported in Table I, as obtained by grouping squa
pulls from Table IV.

k Systematic sources LMA LOW QVO SMA

1–13 SSM and8B n shape 0.2 1.0 2.4 4.3
14–24 SK systematics 1.7 1.7 1.1 2.9
25–31 SNO systematics 0.2 1.4 2.8 6.6
1–31 All ~global xsys

2 ) 2.1 4.1 6.3 13.8

TABLE VI. Separate contributions to the globalxpull
2 for the

various solutions reported in Table I.

n k Contributions LMA LOW QVO SMA

— 1–13 SSM and8B n shape 0.2 1.0 2.4 4.3
1 — Cl experiment 3.0 3.4 7.2 0.0
2–3 — Ga experiments 1.7 4.7 2.3 1.5
4–48 14–24 SK experiment 42.1 44.6 38.1 46
49–81 25–31 SNO experiment 26.4 30.1 31.2 45
1–81 1–31 All ~global x

2
) 73.4 83.8 81.2 96.9
0-14
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‘‘pull’’ approach, we simply attach toRW2RS an uncorre-
lated erroruWS59 SNU, with no systematics.

The definition of ‘‘Winter’’ and ‘‘Summer’’ adopted in
@4,55# is slightly different from the astronomical one,22 and
corresponds to

‘‘Winter’’ 5perihelion~5 Jan.!63months, ~B2!

‘‘Summer’’5aphelion~5 July!63months.
~B3!

Therefore, the solar exposure functions for the above
riods, as shown in Fig. 7 in terms of the nadir angle (h), are
slightly different from the ones given in@39#. In particular,
the comparison of Fig. 7 in this paper with Fig. 5 in@39#
shows the the above definitions lead to a lower~higher! ex-
posure of the innermost trajectories in the mantle during w
ter ~summer!. The total annual exposure is, of course, un
tered.

The definitions in Eqs.~B2! and~B3! are particularly use-
ful to smoothly extend the theoretical calculation ofRW
2RS from the matter-enhanced regime@39# down to the
vacuum oscillation regime, where seasonal variations are
stead induced by the eccentricity variations of the orb
distanceL ~purely geometrical (1/L2) effects being factored
out!. Indeed, with the definitions in Eqs.~B2! and ~B3!, the
winter-summer rate difference in vacuum happens to co
cide with the near-far rate difference (RN2RF) previously
defined in@57#. We have then matched the results found
@39# and in @57#, by considering both matter-induced an
eccentricity-induced contributions toRW2RS , so as to cal-
culate this quantity in thewholeoscillation parameter space
The match between the matter and vacuum regimes occu
the quasivacuum range, and is made easier by the lucky
cumstance that Earth matter effects vanish just when the
cillating terms in thene survival probability start to be im-
portant@48#.

The datum in Eq.~B1! is compatible with no seasona
asymmetry, adds a slight penalty to the region roughly c
responding to the LOW solution~where 0&RW2RS
&6 SNU), and modulates the likelihood of the solutions
the ~Q!VO regime, where both positive and negative valu
of the asymmetry can occur (226&RW2RS&126 SNU),
the negative ones being slightly favored by the GALLE

22Winter and summer were defined in@39# as six-months intervals
separated by equinoxes and centered, respectively, at the w
solstice~21 Dec! and at the summer solstice~21 Jun!.

TABLE VII. Fractional neutrino flux shifts from the SSM cen
tral values (DF i /F i3100), for the various solutions.

pp pep Be B hep N O

LMA 0.0 0.0 0.5 5.2 20.8 21.0 21.2
LOW 0.5 0.8 25.5 212.2 0.0 28.3 28.3
QVO 1.1 1.6 211.5 222.2 21.8 215.1 217.0
SMA 0.9 1.3 29.9 224.2 11.8 211.4 212.8
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GNO datum. We remark that~positive or negative! seasonal
effects in gallium experiments, being largely driven by low
energy solar neutrino components, can be compatible w
the nonobservation of (8B-driven! seasonal effects in SK
@54#.

Finally, we mention that the SAGE experiment has
cently reported n event rates in gallium, grouped i
~bi!monthly intervals@2#, which appear to be consistent wit
no seasonal variations~although no explicitRW2RS estimate
is given in@2#!. Taking the data in@2# at face value, we argue
a slightly positive value forRW2RS in SAGE, with a total
uncertainty comparable to that of GALLEX-GNO. The com
bination of a slightly positive~SAGE! and a slightly negative
~GALLEX-GNO! winter-summer difference would then pro
vide a central value closer to zero forRW2RS , very consis-
tent with the LMA solution@39#. An official evaluation of
RW2RS from SAGE @to be combined with the one in Eq
~B1! from GALLEX-GNO# appears thus a desirable input f
future analyses.

APPENDIX C: THE SK ENERGY-NADIR DIFFERENTIAL
SPECTRUM

The SK energy-nadir spectrum of electrons induced
neutrino elastic scattering is fundamental to constrain
solar neutrino parameter space. Therefore, we think it us

ter

FIG. 6. Preferred deviations of the solarn fluxes from their
SSM central values@41#, in the region of the LMA solution~super-
posed at 99% C.L.!. Dotted~solid! isolines roughly correspond to
slightly ‘‘cooler’’ ~hotter! Sun. See the text for details.
0-15
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to describe in some detail our improved error estimates
theoretical calculations.

Concerning the ‘‘error format,’’ the pull method used
this paper does not leave any freedom in thex2 treatment of
the spectrum, which is uniquely defined by providing, f
each bin rateRn , the uncorrelated error componentun , and
the fully correlated error componentscn

k due to independen
k-th sources of systematic errors.23 The task is thus reduce
to a careful evaluation of such components. To reach
goal, we combine information from SK@6# and from our
own evaluation of systematics.

Table VIII shows the main characteristics of the S
binned energy spectrum. The energy bins 2–7 are fur
divided into seven nadir angle bins@6#, reported in Table IX.
In each energy-nadir bin, the statistical error represents
only SK uncorrelated error component (un). All other error
sources in SK are correlated among bins, at least in na
Indeed, apart from the obvious SSM systematics, the SK
rates are further affected by 81311512 correlated system
atics, as discussed in the following.

The first eight systematic errors, listed in the fifth colum
of Table VIII, are uncorrelated among energy bins. In ea
energy bin, however, they are fully correlated in nadir@6#.
Such errors represent those~nadir-independent! data reduc-
tion uncertainties which are specific of each energy bin,
dependently of the others.

23Therefore, we abandon our previousx2 approach in terms of
separated SK total rate and spectral shape information@58# which,
although correct, cannot be exactly cast in a ‘‘pull’’ form.

FIG. 7. Solar exposure functions~at the Gran Sasso latitude! for
the ‘‘winter’’ and ‘‘summer’’ periods defined in Eqs.~B2! and~B3!.
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Three further systematics, fully correlated among
energy-nadir bins, are induced by8B n spectrum shape un
certainties@46# and by the SK energy scale and resoluti
uncertainties@6#. We note two facts. First, these sources
systematics act differently on the B and hep component
SK: for instance, the hep component is obviously unaffec
by the 8B shape uncertainty.24 Secondly, the relative erro
signs ~for each source of systematics! are relevant: for in-
stance, an increase in the energy resolution width flatt
the—steeply falling—SK energy spectrum, the high-ene
~low-energy! part being thus enhanced~suppressed!, as evi-
dent from the eleventh and thirteenth column in Table VI
Since the information about the relative error signs and ab
the separate B and hep components is not given in@6#, we
perform our own evaluation as follows.

The 8B spectrum shape error is evaluated by attaching
the default neutrino spectrum@47# the 61s shape perturba-
tions evaluated in@46#, and calculating the correspondin
fractional variations in the absolute rates.25 The energy scale
uncertainty is evaluated by shifting the centroid of t
~Gaussian! energy resolution function by 0.64%@6#, namely,
by takingT8→T8(110.0064), whereT8 is the true electron
kinetic energy~the quantity calibrated in SK!. The resolution
uncertainty is evaluated by perturbing the energy resolu
width sT @see Eq.~E3!# by 2.5%@6#, sT→sT(110.025). In
all cases, the same uncertainties are calculated for opp
perturbations, and small error asymmetries are averaged.
results are given in the last five columns of Table VIII, whe
the contributions fromFB andFhep are separated. As far a
the B flux component is concerned, there is reasonable ag
ment in size with the corresponding SK error evaluation
@6#, except for the8B n spectrum shape. We are unable
explain such difference. Our error assignment is comple
by an overall SK systematic offset (2.75%, symmetriz
from @6#!, which is attached to all energy-nadir theoretic
rates with full correlation. This error mainly represents t
overall uncertainty of the data reduction efficiency@54#, af-
fecting the whole spectrum.

Notice that, in Table VIII, the last eight columns refer
the no oscillation case. In the presence of oscillations,
usually updates only the theoretical ratesRm

theor, and assumes
that the fractional errors in the last five columns are appro
mately unchanged. The latter assumption is a very good
proximation for spectra with no or mild distortions, but is n
strictly applicable in the whole oscillation parameter spa
Therefore, for the sake of accuracy, in our oscillation ana
sis we recalculate the fractional errors in the last five c

24Analyses where theFhep/FB ratio is taken as a free paramet
should separately rescale the differentFB and Fhep error compo-
nents in the evaluation of the total error. In fact, one cannot ca
late first the total (FB1Fhep) systematic error assuming the SS
ratio for Fhep/FB , and then use the same error when such ratio
significantly varied~say, by factors;10). We think that this remark
should be taken into account, when placing upper bounds onFhep

from the analysis of the high-energy tail of the SK spectrum.
25Conventionally, we denote as11s perturbation of the8B n

shape the one which moves the energy spectrum to higher ene
0-16
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TABLE VIII. Characteristics of the SK energy spectrum. The first two columns define the bins in terms of observed total electron
E. The third column is the ratio of the SK observed event rates to the SSM@41# predictions, as taken from@6#, with a slight correction to
account for our default hepn flux @we takeFhep58.3 rather than 9.3@41# in units of 3103 cm22 s21; see Eq.~15!#. The boron flux is
FB55.053106 cm22 s21 @41#, as in@6#. The fourth column gives the fractional uncorrelated error in each bin, whose only component
statistical error~taken from@6#!. The fifth column represents those fractional systematic errors which are uncorrelated among ener
but correlated in nadir bins~from @6#!. The sixth, seventh and eighth columns represent our evaluation of the total, boron, and hepn event
rate in SK~in the absence of oscillation!, for 1 kton year~kty! exposure. The ninth, tenth, and eleventh column represent our evaluati
the three main systematic effects~given as 1s fractional contributions toRm,B

theor) which are fully correlated in energy and in nadir, and a
generated by uncertainties in the8B n energy shape, SK energy scale, and SK resolution width. The last two uncertainties also affect
contribution to the total rate, as reported in the last two columns~our evaluation, given as 1s fractional contributions toRm,hep

theor ). Finally, we
attach an overall systematic offsetcoff.2.75% @6# to all binned ratesRm

theor, with full correlation in energy and nadir. In the presence
oscillations, the last eight columns~properly separated into nadir bins! are recalculated for each (dm2,tan2u12) point.

Bin E range Rm
expt/Rm

theor um /Rm
expt cm

bin/Rm
theor

Rm
theora Rm,B

theor Rm,hep
theor 1003cm,B /Rm,B

theor 1003cm,hep/Rm,hep
theor

m ~MeV! ~B1hep! 3100 3100 ~1/kty! ~1/kty! ~1/kty! 8B shape Scale Resol. Scale Resol

1 @5.0,5.5# 0.4672 8.65 3.24 81.795 81.624 0.171 0.52 20.07 20.19 20.38 20.09
2 @5.5,6.5# 0.4581 3.08 1.43 140.974 140.654 0.320 0.69 0.1420.20 20.29 20.11
3 @6.5,8.0# 0.4730 1.78 1.37 155.433 155.014 0.419 1.05 0.5820.20 20.09 20.15
4 @8.0,9.5# 0.4601 2.02 1.37 95.577 95.239 0.338 1.61 1.3220.09 0.24 20.18
5 @9.5,11.5# 0.4630 2.23 1.37 60.011 59.688 0.323 2.48 2.50 0.00 0.7820.19
6 @11.5,13.5# 0.4626 3.64 1.37 18.197 18.004 0.193 3.87 4.50 1.59 1.6720.07
7 @13.5,16.0# 0.5683 6.88 1.37 3.768 3.660 0.108 5.82 7.47 4.51 3.14 0.
8 @16.5,20.0# 0.5637 26.3 1.37 0.245 0.212 0.033 8.09 12.32 11.26 6.09 2.

aThe total event rateRtheor is here normalized to the efficiency-corrected, no-oscillation value of 556 events/kty, as graphically derive
@59#, with a correction for the updated SSMFB,hep values. This specific value forRtheor is unimportant in practice, as far as the ratios in t
3rd column are used in the analysis.
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umns of Table VIII, for any (dm2,tan2u12) grid point ~and
for any nadir bin!. This improvement leads to minimal dif
ferences in the localxpull

2 minima ~corresponding to almos
undistorted spectra!, but is not totally negligible in deriving
the bordersof, say, the 99.73% C.L. allowed regions, whe
it can lead touDx2u.1 differences.

Concerning the calculations of thene survival probability,
we compute Earth matter effects@60# through eight relevan
shells of the preliminary reference earth model~PREM! @61#,
namely~in the language of@61#!: ~1! ocean;~2,3! crust lay-
ers; ~4! LID 1 low velocity zone;~5! transition zone;~6!
lower mantle1 D-zone;~7! outer core; and~8! inner core. In

TABLE IX. Fractional contributions to the total event ra
(R/Rtot , our evaluation!, in the case of no oscillation, from each o
the seven SK nadir intervals, identified as ‘‘day’’ bin, ‘‘mantle’’ bin
~M1–M5!, and ‘‘core’’ bin. The observed SK event rates in ea
energy-nadir bin, together with their statistical errors, are repo
in @6#.

Nadir bin cosh range R/Rtot

Day @21,0# 0.5000
M1 @0,0.16# 0.0685
M2 @0.16,0.33# 0.0777
M3 @0.33,0.50# 0.0984
M4 @0.50,0.67# 0.1025
M5 @0.67,0.84# 0.0839
Core @0.84,1# 0.0690
Day1Night @21,1# 1.0000
05301
each of them, we approximate the radial density pro
through a biquadratic parametrization, which allows a f
and accurate analytical calculation of the relevant transit
probabilities in the Earth@60#.

In the ~quasi!vacuum oscillation regime, the oscillatin
term in thene survival probabilityPee depends implicitly
upon the daily time through the orbital distanceL(td),
wheretd52p•day/365, withtd50 at winter solstice.26 As
noticed in @62#, the different exposure of the ‘‘day’’ and
‘‘night’’ bins in terms of td induces a slight day-nigh
vacuumdifference in the time-averagedPee. Concerning the
SK energy-nadir spectrum, we take into account the differ
exposuresE(h1 ,h2) for each nadir bin range@h1 ,h2# in
Table IX as follows. In a given day of the year (td), the h
range spanned by a detector at latitudel ~equal to 36.48° for
SK! is @hmin(td),hmax(td)#, where hmin(td)5l1dS(td), and
hmax(td)5p2l1dS(td), having defined the solar declinatio
dS(td) through sindS52sin i costd , with sini50.3978~incli-
nation of Earth axis!. The daily exposure functionE for a
generic@h1 ,h2# nadir bin is then

E~td ,h1 ,h2!5@th~td ,min$h2 ,hmax%!

2th~td ,max$h1 ,hmin%!#/p, ~C1!

whereth(td ,h) is the hourly time~normalized to 2p and

26The purely geometrical 1/L2(td) variation is assumed to be a
ready corrected for in the SK data.

d
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starting at midnight! corresponding to the angleh during the
day td ,27

th~td ,h!5arccosS cosh

cosl cosdS
1tanl tandSD . ~C2!

Figure 8 shows the exposure functionsE(td) for the seven
SK nadir bins listed in Table IX, as well as for the SNO d
and night bins~the functions sum up to unity in both cases!.
It can be seen, as intuitively expected, that the SK core bi
sensitive only to extreme values ofL(td) ~close to the orbital
perihelion and aphelion!, while the two outermost mantle
bins ~M1 and M2! are almost equally sensitive to all value
of L(td), being crossed by solar neutrinos during the wh
year. We take into account the different bin exposures in F
8 when time-averaging the oscillating terms in the~quasi!-
vacuum regime, for both SK and SNO.

The results of our oscillation analysis of the SK spectr
are given in the SK panel of the~previously discussed! Fig.
2. The C.L. contours compare well with the official SK one

27Any anglehP@hmin ,hmax# is spanned twice each day. This e
plains the appearance ofp ~rather than of 2p) in the denominator
of Eq. ~C1!.

FIG. 8. Daytime solar exposures of each SK nadir bin and of
SNO day and night bins. These exposure functions are used
accurate time averages of the oscillating terms in the~quasi!vacuum
regime.
05301
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as reported in Fig. 2 of@6# ~we also obtain very good agree
ment for the normalization-free case, not shown!.

A final remark is in order. All the SK systematic erro
sources discussed in@6# ~and adopted in this work! are fully
correlated in nadir. This means that no allowance is given
@6# for uncorrelated nadir shape variations, apart from
obvious statistical fluctuations. However, it is known fro
previous SK publications@22,63# and presentations@59# that
some systematicsdo notcancel in day-night differences, an
may thus, in general, affect the nadir bins in uncorrela
ways. In addition, Earth matter density and chemical com
sition uncertainties may also contribute to small~and differ-
ent! errors @64,65# in the various nadir bins@66# via ne re-
generation effects. In particular, one should not forget t
the widely used PREM model is spherically symmetric
construction, and that local departures from the wor
averaged density are to be expected. For instance, the
half of the SK mantle bin M1~see Table IX! is sensitive to
the PREM ‘‘ocean1crust’’ density, whose local characteris
tics at the SK site may well be different from the wor
average. The inclusion of such additional uncertainties mi
give a little more freedom to fit possible distortions in th
nadir distributions. Therefore, if the~currently weak! hints
for an excess of night events in SK@54# and in SNO@9# will
be corroborated by future data, an improved discussion
the nadir spectrum uncertainties will be useful to precis
assess their statistical significance.

APPENDIX D: TREATMENT OF THE SNO DAY-NIGHT
ENERGY SPECTRUM

The solar neutrino events observed in the SNO spect
@8# cannot be currently identified as being of ES, CC, or N
type on an event-by-event basis. A statistical separatio
possible, however, by exploiting their different distributio
in terms of suitable variables, the most important being
observed~effective! electron kinetic energyT. Since the ES
and CC distribution shapes inT depend upon the oscillation
parameters, also the inferred CC and NC rates depend
such parameters, as stressed in@40#.

In the oscillation analysis, however, it is not necessary
perform a separate fit to the ES, CC, and NC component
done in@18#. Given the oscillated predictions for these com
ponents, one can simply add them up~together with the
known background rates! in each energy bin, calculate th
corresponding systematics, and fit the observed SNO d
night energy spectrum. This method, which has been dub
‘‘forward fitting’’ by the SNO Collaboration@40#, allows us
to take into account the full spectral information~central val-
ues and errors of each bin!. In the following, we describe ou
implementation of such method in thexpull

2 evaluation.
Table X reports some relevant characteristics of the S

spectrum, including our evaluation of the SNO neutrino s
nal components and their errors~small error asymmetries
being averaged out!. The effects of the8B n spectrum shape
error ~not included in the official SNO analysis@8,9#! are
estimated as in SK~see Appendix C!. Notice that a11s
shift of this systematic uncertainty increases the numbe
signal events, especially at high energies. The fractional

e
or
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TABLE X. Characteristics of the SNO spectrum, divided in 17 day and 17 night bins~first two columns!. The experimental rates@8# are
given in the third and fourth columns, and include signal~CC1ES1NC! and background events. Our evaluation for the corresponding
ES, and NC components and of their8B n shape, energy scale and resolution errors~in the absence of oscillation, day1night! are given in
the remaining 12 columns. The NC signal is negligible in the last 8 bins. All the quoted numbers refer to the totalFB1Fhep contributions.
In the analysis, however, theFB andFhep contributions and their errors are separately evaluated, analogously to the SK spectrum.
presence of oscillations, the last twelve columns are split into day and night contributions and updated in each point of the parame
Backgrounds are oscillation-independent and are treated according to@40#.

Bin T range Rday
expt Rnight

expt RCC
theor fractional errors3100 RES

theor fractional errors3100 RNC
theor fractional errors3100

m ~MeV! ~1/kty! ~1/kty! ~1/kty! Shape Scale Resol. ~1/kty! Shape Scale Resol.~1/kty! Shape Scale Resol.

1 @5,5.5# 351.1 399.7 822.2 0.42 22.30 0.10 135.8 0.64 0.2620.26 293.8 1.55 0.88 24.33
2 @5.5,6# 330.9 313.4 875.6 0.63 21.89 20.21 121.7 0.77 0.57 20.35 248.5 1.55 3.73 22.84
3 @6,6.5# 299.6 272.2 903.0 0.86 21.40 20.53 107.8 0.91 0.93 20.46 172.1 1.55 7.05 0.43
4 @6.5,7# 222.4 249.6 902.0 1.12 20.85 20.83 94.1 1.07 1.32 20.54 97.7 1.55 10.85 5.43
5 @7,7.5# 191.2 235.0 872.8 1.41 20.22 21.09 81.0 1.24 1.77 20.58 45.4 1.55 15.16 12.18
6 @7.5,8# 148.9 176.6 817.7 1.73 0.5121.30 68.7 1.44 2.28 20.58 17.3 1.55 19.96 20.68
7 @8,8.5# 128.7 122.1 740.9 2.08 1.3321.42 57.2 1.66 2.85 20.54 5.4 1.55 25.26 31.02
8 @8.5,9# 139.7 134.1 648.5 2.47 2.2521.41 46.9 1.90 3.48 20.43 1.4 1.55 31.19 43.38
9 @9,9.5# 90.1 95.6 547.4 2.89 3.2921.24 37.7 2.16 4.19 20.23 0.3 1.55 37.69 58.11
10 @9.5,10# 82.7 86.3 444.9 3.36 4.4520.85 29.6 2.45 4.99 0.07 0 — — —
11 @10,10.5# 66.2 62.4 347.5 3.86 5.7420.18 22.8 2.77 5.87 0.51 0 — — —
12 @10.5,11# 49.6 59.8 260.4 4.40 7.16 0.82 17.1 3.12 6.86 1.13 0 — — —
13 @11,11.5# 31.3 41.2 186.8 4.97 8.70 2.21 12.5 3.51 7.94 1.97 0 — — —
14 @11.5,12# 18.4 21.2 128.2 5.56 10.37 4.04 8.9 3.92 9.14 3.07 0 — — —
15 @12,12.5# 9.2 18.6 84.0 6.17 12.15 6.35 6.1 4.36 10.45 4.47 0 — — —
16 @12.5,13# 11.0 15.9 52.6 6.79 14.01 9.13 4.1 4.83 11.87 6.23 0 — — —
17 @13,20# 9.2 9.3 71.1 7.68 17.83 16.34 6.5 5.97 15.71 12.48 0 — — —
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crease is obviously constant for the NC events, which h
no memory of the originaln energy. From Table X it appear
that, in the bulk of the SNO spectrum, the8B n shape un-
certainties are not negligible as compared with the~purely
instrumental! SNO energy calibration and resolution unce
tainties. The latter two errors are evaluated by shifting
centroid of the energy resolution function and varying
width in the way described in Ref.@40#, and calculating the
corresponding variations in each bin of the CC, NC, and
spectrum. Actually we separate theFB andFhepcomponents
~not shown in Table X!, as for the SK spectrum. In the pre
ence of oscillations, we not only update the day and ni
rates in each bin, but also theirfractional systematic errors
for each point in the mass-mixing plane. As for SK, t
effect of this improved estimate of fractional systematic
rors is rather small in the localx2 minima, but increases
towards the borders of the 99.73% C.L. regions, where
spectral distortions can be more sizeable. In the fit to S
data only, such improvement can lead toxpull

2 variations as
large asuDx2u;4 at the 3s borders, and is thus not totall
negligible in deriving precise C.L. contours for the less
vored solutions. Finally, notice that the three systematic e
sources in Table X can induce, in the various bins, event
variations with different relative signs, which are taken in
account in the analysis.

Besides the previous three systematic error sources
include a vertex reconstruction uncertainty, whose11s ef-
fect is to increase the CC and ES rates by13% and the NC
rates by11.45% @40#. The CC and NC binned rates are al
05301
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affected by a systematic cross section uncertainty, wh
11s effect is to increase them by11.8% and11.3%, re-
spectively@8#.28 The CC and NC cross section errors emb
differences between independent theoretical calculati
@67,68# and uncertainties related to additional radiative c
rections @69,70#, as discussed in@8#. Finally, the various
SNO background components@40# are affected by the so
called neutron capture, neutron background, and low-ene
~LE! background correlated systematics, whose oscillati
independent effects~included in our analysis! are reported in
@40# and not repeated here.

When all such inputs are included, our fit to SNO da
only provides the allowed regions given in the lower rig
panel of Fig. 2. Such regions appear to be somewhat dif
ent from those found in Ref.@9#, as discussed in Sec. IV B

APPENDIX E: QUASI-MODEL-INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS
OF SK AND SNO

In this last appendix we present a new version of
model-independent comparison of SK ES and SNO~CC and
NC! total rates, first proposed in@71# and then applied in
@58,72# to earlier SNO CC data.

For the current SNO thresholdTSNO>5 MeV @8#, the SK
threshold equalizing the SNO CC and SK ES response fu

28The correlation between the NC and CC cross section errors
be safely taken;1 in the SNO analysis.
0-19
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tions @71# turns out to beTSK>6.74 MeV, corresponding to
a total electron energyESK>7.25 MeV,

SNO CC response~TSNO>5 MeV!

⇔SK ES response~ESK>7.25 MeV!. ~E1!

In calculating the response functions, we have taken
account the latest evaluation of the energy resolution w
sT in SNO @8#,

sT~SNO!520.068410.331AT810.0425T8, ~E2!

whereT8 is the true electron kinetic energy, and bothT8 and
sT are given in MeV. We have cast, in the same form,
latest evaluation ofsT for SK ~graphically reported in@23#!,

sT~SK!50.2510.20AT810.06T8. ~E3!

From the spectral information discussed in Appendix
we estimate~derivation omitted!

FES
SK.2.3560.02960.08060.045 ~E>7.25 MeV!,

~E4!

in units of 106 cm22 s21. In the above equation, the firs
error is statistical, while the second represents the~properly
propagated! sum of systematic errors, with the exception
the 8B shape uncertainty, given separately as a third e
component.

While the above SK ES flux estimate is safe for mod
independent analyses, the current SNO CC flux@8# is not,
since its valuedoes dependon model-dependent assum
tions, governing the CC spectrum distortions and thus
CC-NC separation.@40# However, we can resort to a quas
model-independent analysis, by assuming that the only
servable effect of new neutrino physics can be embedde
a shift of the first spectral moment@73#, namely, in a linear
distortion ~tilt ! of the CC energy spectrum.29 This assump-
tion is reasonably general, since the current SNO statistic
not high enough to really constrain higher moments, a
since we know from SK that only the scenarios with m
distortions can survive. In this case, the normalizatio
preserving form of a generic linear distortion for the C
differential energy spectrum reads

dNCC~T!

dT
→ dNCC~T!

dT S 11
T2^T&

^T2&2^T&2
D^T& D , ~E5!

where^T& and ^T2& are the first and second moment of t
undistorted spectrum, andD^T& is the shift in the first mo-
ment.

AssumingD^T& free, our fit to the SNO energy spectru
gives the following CC and NC fluxes,

29The numerical results for a linear distortion of the CC comp
nent of the SNO spectrum are very similar to those obtained f
linear distortion of the CC1ES components~not shown!, since the
ES contribution is relatively small in SNO.
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FCC
SNO51.7860.10~stat!, ~E6!

FNC
SNO54.9060.66~stat!, ~E7!

with correlationr520.8. By settingD^T&50, we would
instead obtainFCC

SNO51.7360.06(stat.) andFNC
SNO55.29

60.43(stat.) with correlationr520.62, in good agreemen
with the results of@8,9# for undistorted spectrum. The large
statistical errors in Eqs.~E6! and~E7! are the price to pay to
allow possible linear distortions in the fit.

Systematic errors are attached as follows. From the~posi-
tively and negatively correlated! SNO error components re
ported in Table II of@8#, we estimate the~CC,NC! experi-
mental systematics as (5.2%,8.8%), with correlation r5
20.5. The corresponding theoretical cross section uncert
ties @~1.8%,1.3%! from Table II of @8## are assumed to hav
r.1. Finally, if we repeat to the fit leading to Eqs.~E6! and
~E7! with a 11s perturbed8B neutrino energy spectrum, w
obtain the variations (21.1%,13.3%), which are fully cor-
related among themselves and with the third SK error co
ponent in Eq.~E4!.

In conclusion, we get~in units of 106 cm22 s21),

FES
SK52.3560.10, ~E8!

-
a

FIG. 9. Quasi-model-independent comparison of SK~ES! and
SNO ~CC and NC! total event rates in the plane charted by t
boron fluxFB and by the averagene survival probability^Pee&, for
equalized SK and SNO response functions. The evaluation of
SNO rates includes possiblelinear distortions in the energy spec
trum. The 2s bands for each datum (Dx254) appear to be in very
good agreement with each other forPee;1/3 and forFB close to
its SSM prediction@41#. The combination of the 2s bands is also
shown~slanted elliptical region!.
0-20
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FCC
SNO51.7860.14, ~E9!

FNC
SNO54.9060.80, ~E10!

with correlation matrix

r5S 1 20.07 10.09

1 20.65

1
D . ~E11!

The above SK and SNO equalized fluxes can be usefu
constrain generic models of new physics~alternative to—or
coexisting with—usual mass-mixing oscillations!, as far as
their main distortion effect on the SNO CC spectrum is a
proximately linear inT. Within this quasi-model-independen
assumption, and in the hypothesis of active oscillations,
fluxes in Eqs.~E8!–~E10! are still linked by theexactrela-
tions @71#.

FES
SK5FB@^Pee&1r ~12^Pee&!#, ~E12!
ys

,

s
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FCC
SNO5FB^Pee&, ~E13!

FNC
SNO5FB , ~E14!

wherePee(En) is not necessarily constant in energy, andr
50.154 is the ratio ofnm,t andne CC cross sections~aver-
aged over the current SNO equalized response function!. In
the above equations,FB is the true 8B flux from the Sun
~generally different from the SSM value!, and ^Pee& is the
energy average ofPee(En) over the response function~equal
in SK and SNO!.

Equations~E8!–~E11! and~E12!–~E14! overconstrain the
two parametersFB and ^Pee&. Figure 9 shows, in
(FB ,^Pee&) coordinates, both separate and combin
bounds at the 2s level for each datum (Dx254). There is
very good agreement between any two out of the three d
in Eqs.~E8!–~E10!. Their combination strengthens previou
model-independent indications@58,72# for a consistency of
FB with the SSM prediction@41# and for ^Pee&;1/3 in the
SK-SNO energy range.
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